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 Otherness has been the subject of a number of important works, particularly in the 

sociological field [1]. The questioning on the discovery and perception of food and cooking of 

Others is an opportunity to compare their patterns to theoretical studies case [2]. This 

questioning, often, but not exclusively [3], posed in the wake of colonial history or postcolonial 

studies and more generally marked by the concerns of anthropology and ethnology, was, in 

consequence, focused on the colonized Other [4]. But does it not also arise, as argued by 

Sophie Bessis [5] or Faustine Régnier, if the question of Otherness in cuisine is asking about 

everything which seems to us exotic, only because it isn’t part of our cuisine, even if it came 

from just across the border ? [6] 

 

At a time of globalization shouldn’t this question belong to the past ? Certainly not, since the 

move towards a uniformity of taste, hypothetical yet greatly worried about for several decades, 

has caused the (re)birth of national identity discourse, regional or even local discourse. We 

know that the « mixing and mingling » of food and cooking has happened since ancient times 

[7]. Therefore the representation of the diversity of European cuisine, about which there are 

many books published recently [8], leads us rather, to the finding of Diderot : « Tastes vary 

among different nations, just as customs and opinions » [9]. On the other side, the inclusion at 

this conference, to be held in Baku, of all Eastern Europe (i.e. the new member countries of 

the European Union and those remaining on its borders), Russia, Turkey and young 

Caucasian states, also serves to show that historical questions, from the Enlightenment to 

globalization, and the still ongoing redefinition of the geopolitical, economic and cultural space 

of Europe, may also serve to illuminate the present.  



 

In fact our conference program is part of a larger research programme on « cultural boundaries 

», launched in the MSH (Maison des Sciences de l’Homme) Lorraine’s framework (Topic One). 

Cultural differences, quickly transformed at certain periods into cultural conflicts, and from that 

into the differentiation from the Other, are well known in Europe in terms of language or 

religion. However, two subjects, both promising in light of their recent bibliography, and 

doubtless also highly complementary, have been selected to renew in some way the « off 

centre » approach to this concept : dance and cuisine.  

 

This research, especially those who will have for historical context the formation of European 

nations [10], may shed more light on the construction of taste or distaste of Others and the 

building of a cultural boundary between a community – national, regional or local – and its 

neighbour. Furthermore we presume that the radical opposition of attitudes of the differential 

and universal, to use the terminology of Tzvetan Todorov, does not cover all of the reactions to 

the manner of eating of the Other. It is necessary to consider them dynamically, not postulate 

that they are uniform and defined forever. To better understand the complexity of how the 

construction of gastronomic otherness, we appeal to all disciplines in the humanities and 

social sciences and we especially encourage focus on three axes, possibly combined in 

one communication :  

 

* The moment of discovery of dishes, ingredients, alcohol and etiquette belonging to other 

culinary and food-related traditions.  

* Representation of the taste of others (and consequently of one’s own) : construction and 

permanence of stereotypes, or rather shades to these stereotypes, even their denial.  

* Changes in taste perception of others that leads to cross the cultural border; evolution that 

can go to its appropriation or imitation.  

  

The possible usable sources are numerous :  

 

* Literary fiction, travel writing [11], guides and gastronomic literature, press, cinema, pictures, 

etc.  



* Which must be added, for the recent past, to media sources such as television cooking 

shows, web pages, radio or television documentaries, etc.  

 

Regarding the last category quoted here, we specify that some reportage refers to a subject 

almost identical with our concerns. It would be interesting to analyze them in our conference. 

We think in particular about Nationalism on the Menu by Djordje Naskovic and David 

Muntaner, produced in the former Yugoslavia in 2007. But even if there are not only « food 

films » [12] in the fictional movies that developed a speech about gourmet, we must also bear 

in mind that many moves mention « in passing »  the Food and the cuisine and that these 

extracts may be an important part of our Text corpus. 
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